Private sector demand key to full recovery

Expert: Q growth data indicates more substantial policy support needed

By ZHANG YUE
pany@chinadailyglobal.com

- Economic growth data for the first quarter shows that most parts of China have registered an annual growth pace higher than the national level. However, more substantial policy support is needed to boost demand from the private sector, as overall economic recovery still faced mixed challenges caused by sluggish domestic demand, experts said.

- These comments came after 31 provinces and regions in China recently released their GDP growth data for the first quarter. Year-on-year growth of 22 provinces and regions in the first quarter outpaced the national level of 6.3 percent, while the other eight fell below the national average.

- Zhang Hui, deputy director of the Institute of World Economics and Politics at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, said on Monday that the different base values between provinces and regions were coming off last year’s peak quarter, which was the primary factor behind the geographical inconsistencies in the recovery.

- The new data also indicates that the recovery is faced with challenges, and policy support is needed to boost the private sector’s demand to energize growth.

- For the first quarter, the growth rate of Northeast China’s Liaoning province and Shandong China’s Tibet autonomous region both came at 6 percent year-on-year, the fastest among all 31 provinces and regions. East China’s Jiangsu and Fujian provinces registered the lowest year-on-year growth rate of 1.3 percent and 1 percent, respectively.

- See Recovery, page 2

- China’s chess grandmaster Ding Liren (right) and his Russian rival Ian Nepomniachtchi play a five-game match to decide the men’s 2023 world chess championship.

- \n
- Ding wins China’s first men’s world chess title

By XIE HUATIAN
xiehui@chinadailyglobal.com

- China’s Ding Liren has topped the world ranking list in the world of chess, and he is the only one who both wins the second title and represents China.

- He is the only one who both wins the second title and represents China.

- The championship was held in Hengshui City, Hebei Province.

- The chess grandmaster won the match of 2019 World Cup Final in Spain.

- Ding revealed that his friend had helped him with the deal. “I think I’m the only one in China and I won’t tell you how much money I’ve made,” Ding said after winning the title, expressing his thanks to his co-champion in the 2022 World Cup Final in Spain.

- The grandmaster, who has faced tremendous pressure in the past, said he had improved his physical condition, and his moniker—Dr. Ding—had become a household name.

- See Recovery, page 2

- US economy could be flirting with stagflation

By HENG WEI
hengweih@chinadailyglobal.com

- With US economic growth slowing while inflation remains high, a report has suggested that the US economy is facing stagflation.

- The US economy has been growing at a rate of around 2 percent for the past few years. However, inflation remains high, with the consumer price index rising by 8.5 percent in the latest report.

- The report, released by a prominent research firm,警告ed that the US economy is facing stagflation, a term coined by the economist Paul Krugman.

- The report suggested that the US economy is facing stagflation, a term coined by the economist Paul Krugman.

- The report warned that the US economy is facing stagflation, a term coined by the economist Paul Krugman.

- The report warned that the US economy is facing stagflation, a term coined by the economist Paul Krugman.

- The report warned that the US economy is facing stagflation, a term coined by the economist Paul Krugman.
**Scenic symphony**

A symphony concert is staged for the public at Hukou Waterfall in North China's Shaanxi province on Sunday. LIAO WUJING/CHINA DAILY

**Websites, apps penalized for misconduct**

Cyberspace authorities fine platforms for illegitimately publishing news, sharing porn

BY JIANG CHENGXIANG

During the first quarter of this year, Chinese cybersecurity regulators at all levels have punished more than 4,200 websites and banned nearly 70,000 apps in 132 batches, in major activities such as providing illegal information, participating in criminal activities, or providing content for fighting terrorism.

According to the Ministry of Public Security's published on Saturday, the Cyberspace Administration of China revoked the permits of more than 4,200 websites and apps, and required the app store to immediately rectify their actions. Some of the platforms on these websites were also rectified.

Others such as search engine Eji, Twitter-like platform Weibo ID and WeChat ID were also penalized for violating the management information platform registration rules, violating the in-network display of "illegal information" such as pornographic, prostitution, gambling, and high-interest lending; the news release, the platform were also fined and required to make immediate rectifications.

Other websites that have previously published illegal content or offered information service were also revoked or punished.

The Cyberspace regulation named some of the violations that were released. For example, some internet platforms, including news websites, were penalized for publishing pornographic content.

**Regulation:** Pool of experts to review content of scripts

Correction: The first sentence of this paragraph should read: "Newly established scripts for television, film and theater will be reviewed by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China's Central Leading Group for Propaganda Work, which is the general guidance authority on off-screen official without an administrative title, but my job is on a par with the head of our department." The correction is made to ensure the content is accurate and up to date.

**Recovery:** Slow domestic demand creating caution

"From January to March, the economy-wide slowdown mainly because of recovering economic activity.

The Cyberspace Administration of China's Ministry of Public Security revoked the permits of more than 4,200 websites and apps, and required the app store to immediately rectify their actions. Some of the platforms on these websites, including news websites, were penalized for publishing pornographic content.

The Cyberspace regulation named some of the violations that were released. For example, some internet platforms, including news websites, were penalized for publishing pornographic content.

"From January to March, the economy-wide slowdown mainly because of recovering economic activity.

The Cyberspace Administration of China's Ministry of Public Security revoked the permits of more than 4,200 websites and apps, and required the app store to immediately rectify their actions. Some of the platforms on these websites, including news websites, were penalized for publishing pornographic content.

The Cyberspace regulation named some of the violations that were released. For example, some internet platforms, including news websites, were penalized for publishing pornographic content.

"From January to March, the economy-wide slowdown mainly because of recovering economic activity.

The Cyberspace Administration of China's Ministry of Public Security revoked the permits of more than 4,200 websites and apps, and required the app store to immediately rectify their actions. Some of the platforms on these websites, including news websites, were penalized for publishing pornographic content.

The Cyberspace regulation named some of the violations that were released. For example, some internet platforms, including news websites, were penalized for publishing pornographic content.

"From January to March, the economy-wide slowdown mainly because of recovering economic activity.
Major theme: Sales head for the stars

Best-selling writers give sci-fi a growing universal appeal

Wenjing Jiehong

Xi Xu

Lin Qiu is a goal-driven woman who has been inspired by science fiction. Her major work has been translated into more than 17 languages and is available in over 200 countries. She is an important representative of Chinese science fiction literature. Her novel, "The Southern Cross", has won numerous awards and recognition worldwide. It has been translated into 37 languages and has been adapted into a film, "The Southern Cross". The novel explores the theme of identity, the search for self-discovery, and the exploration of space. It is considered a modern classic of Chinese science fiction literature.

Inspiring journey

Two books of sci-fi short stories based on the real news — "Deepening" (The Atlas of China) and "The Sixth-Party Problem". The story involves the excavation of a secret under the surface of the Earth, a hidden planet, and a mysterious alien species. The story is set in a future where technology and science have advanced to a level where humans and aliens coexist. The novel is a science fiction story that explores the concept of technology, science, and the future of humanity.

Wang Jingdong is an author who has written numerous sci-fi and fantasy novels. His works are known for their imaginative and creative storytelling, as well as their ability to explore complex themes. His novel, "The Southern Cross", is a classic of Chinese science fiction literature and has been widely acclaimed both domestically and internationally. His other works, such as "The Sixth-Party Problem" and "Deepening", have also gained recognition and have become popular across different cultures.

Lin Qiu is a prominent figure in the world of science fiction literature, known for her unique storytelling style and her ability to create immersive worlds. Her works are celebrated for their exploration of themes such as identity, the search for self-discovery, and the exploration of space. She has been recognized with numerous awards and has gained a significant following both domestically and internationally.
New Sudan crashes amid truce

UN sending envoy as humanitarian crisis deteriorates in African nation

Khartoum – Five fighting broke out between the two rival military groups in the city of Khartoum, according to local civil society groups and human rights organizations. The clashes, which started on Monday, have so far left 35 people dead and 100 injured, according to various sources.

“Hundreds of civilians have been killed and wounded in the ongoing conflict,” said a statement from the Sudanese Civil Society Union (SCSU). “We call on the international community to intervene immediately to stop the violence and protect civilians.”

The violence comes amid a humanitarian crisis in Sudan, where the United Nations has warned of a “significant deterioration” in the country’s situation, with around 50,000 people in need of immediate assistance.

“The fighting is a tragic reminder of the urgent need for a political solution to the conflict in Sudan,” said Erik Solheim, UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator. “We call on all parties to do everything possible to de-escalate the situation and protect civilians.”

The SCSU called on the UN Security Council to impose sanctions on Sudan’s military leaders and freeze their assets.

“The community is deeply concerned about the humanitarian situation in Sudan and urges all parties to the conflict to immediately halt the violence and ensure the safety and security of civilians,” said the statement.

“Civilians are losing everything, including their lives. We urge the international community to provide immediate assistance to those affected by the conflict,” said Solheim.

The fighting in Khartoum is one of several recent incidents of violence in Sudan, which has been devastated by years of conflict and political instability.

“The situation in Sudan is critical and requires urgent action to prevent a humanitarian crisis,” said Solheim. “We call on all parties to the conflict to engage in meaningful talks and work towards a peaceful resolution.”

The fighting in Khartoum came as the UN Security Council met to discuss the situation in Sudan, with several members expressing concern about the escalating violence.

“The Council is deeply concerned about the situation in Sudan and the recent violence in Khartoum,” said a statement from the Security Council.

“The Council reiterates its call for all parties to the conflict to immediately halt the violence and to engage in meaningful talks to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict,” said the statement.

The fighting in Khartoum has sparked international concern, with several countries expressing concern about the escalating violence.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the US Embassy in Sudan.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the UK government.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the French government.

“Sudan must immediately halt the violence and engage in meaningful talks to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict,” said the European Union.

On Tuesday, the UN Security Council met to discuss the situation in Sudan, with several members expressing concern about the escalating violence.

“The Council is deeply concerned about the situation in Sudan and the recent violence in Khartoum,” said a statement from the Security Council.

“The Council reiterates its call for all parties to the conflict to immediately halt the violence and to engage in meaningful talks to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict,” said the statement.

The fighting in Khartoum has sparked international concern, with several countries expressing concern about the escalating violence.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the US Embassy in Sudan.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the UK government.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the French government.

“Sudan must immediately halt the violence and engage in meaningful talks to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict,” said the European Union.

On Tuesday, the UN Security Council met to discuss the situation in Sudan, with several members expressing concern about the escalating violence.

“The Council is deeply concerned about the situation in Sudan and the recent violence in Khartoum,” said a statement from the Security Council.

“The Council reiterates its call for all parties to the conflict to immediately halt the violence and to engage in meaningful talks to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict,” said the statement.

The fighting in Khartoum has sparked international concern, with several countries expressing concern about the escalating violence.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the US Embassy in Sudan.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the UK government.

“The government of Sudan must take immediate action to stop the violence and protect civilians,” said the French government.

“Sudan must immediately halt the violence and engage in meaningful talks to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict,” said the European Union.
Standing on the winner’s podium at the World Para Alpine Skiing Championships in Alexander, 23-year-old Tonghua, Liaoning Province, was just 16 years old when she was able to turn the world’s admiration to itself.

Tonghua, 23, stands atop the winner’s podium at the World Para Alpine Skiing Championships in Alexander, 23-year-old Tonghua, Liaoning Province, was just 16 years old when she was able to turn the world’s admiration to itself.

Tonghua Bao, a 23-year-old woman from Chenzhou, Hunan province, took gold and silver in the women’s L-3 category. Bao was diagnosed for kyphosis at 14 years old, her first international competition, when she was竝 16 years old competing at a completely different level. Her goal was to be able to turn the world’s admiration to itself.

Tonghua is finding for kyphosis at 14 years old, her first international competition, when she was竝 16 years old competing at a completely different level. Her goal was to be able to attract the world’s admiration to itself.

In the final, the 20-year-old from Changsha, Hunan province, was able to turn the world’s admiration to itself.

The spirit of a fighter

Visually impaired judo champion has taken plenty of knocks but always gets back on her feet. 

Wang Qian is a visually impaired judo champion who has taken plenty of knocks but always gets back on her feet. 

Left: When she competes in a judo tournament, Wang Qian is usually spotted with her arm in a protective sleeve. 

Right: During a daily practice, Wang Qian prepares for the day's training.

By WANG QIAN and LIU WENJING in Changsha

It was a normal day in April for Liu Chunshuang and his colleagues, who help ensure the safe and smooth flow of trains running along the Shaanxi-Gansu railway in Tengchong, Yunnan province. At 14:50, the 12-member team gathered to replace a damaged guard stand on a elevated bridge. They had a tight window to complete the task. In little more than an hour, the team removed the old piece of timber and replaced it with a new one. After they left, a train passed on the bridge without a hitch, ensuring passengers’ safety.

“This is the moment when I feel most proud,” said Liu, whose family name is Chinese.

After finishing lunch, wearing uniforms and carrying equipment, Liu and the team inspected and removed a damaged guard stand, which caused safety hazards for trains, from the site before heading back toward the railway station.

Based on the rail safety system, the team inspects and removes damaged guard stands along the railway. The work is crucial to keeping the railway running smoothly.

In the railway maintenance teams, trains are steered along the rail tracks into tunnels, which are used for safety and maintenance purposes.

The work ensures the efficiency of tunnels and bridges, which are crucial for the safe operation of trains.

In the past month, the team has conducted more than 100 inspections and repairs, ensuring the safety and smooth operation of trains.

The team tracks potential hazards to the railway running

In the railway maintenance teams, trains are steered along the rail tracks into tunnels, which are used for safety and maintenance purposes. The work ensures the efficiency of tunnels and bridges, which are crucial for the safe operation of trains.

The team tracks potential hazards to the railway running.
Music to the eyes that see not

This language of humanity can help give warmth to the visually impaired and help shape their characters

BY ZHANG ZHOUXUAN

The clock struck 11. Teacher Liu Lin called her students to return, and like in any other class they entered their seats, and by one, or in batches of two or three, assembled in front of Liao who sat in front of a piano. After counting how many were there they had all returned. Liao put her fingers on the piano keys and: "Do you not know how to explain to the kids about rhythm and the way it is playing? They nodded from time to time.

Filling the classrooms

Dedicated, the China Braille Library organizes a music training class for children who are visually impaired. "Children with visual impairment as is regular schools like everyone else, but after-class activities are ready tailor made for them," Liao said. "That's why I'd help schoolmates who have their own companies and smartphones.

Opening the course gives her great satisfaction, says Liao. "I get different from the process," she says. "Studying together with the children is fantastic!"

Pang Jun, a teacher at the institution who is visually impaired himself, also emphasizes the importance of visually impaired, the biggest difficulty is in identifying which key on the braille keyboard plays which. "They may find a sense of achievement when they learn it well," he said. "They improve quickly more than they before for me!"

New world for some

Wang Xiu, a 6-year-old student at a Braille school who has high school, CBL, is his hero place. He has been attending Farm training class for four year now. It takes about two hours for Wang Xiu to travel to and from school, which he enjoys the four hours of music, but he never feels. Despite the increasing academic pressures in the past eight years, he never skipped his music class even once.

Pang Jun, a particularly hardworking student, always been on board taking piano lessons with music and submitting his homework on time.

"I don't think attending the training isn't something useful for me, because I find it very interesting," he said. "I have so much progress!"

The lessons have paid off. Wang was part of a team that played music during the opening and closing ceremonies of the 2012 Beijing Winter Olympics. Also, he often hosts and activities at his school as well as CBL, where he is often invited to stay. As a regular Braille class, the first one offers one after another, several students from a local high school, Beijing Examing Academy, were there to do some research or inclusivity. While sharing notes with the visually impaired children via interactive games, the students were also learning about inclusivity. "It amazes me that the visually impaired children learn history, which is one of the most important curricular training agency for primary schools. Their needs are more challenging for agencies like them to provide services for visually impaired children. "I'm thankful to him for explaining to him about visually impaired people."

Best service provider

Chinese special libraries provide the best service for visually impaired children, Great effort has been made to make the library a place where visually impaired people can enjoy the services. The library has developed a digital reading service for visually impaired people, which provides audio books, newspapers, magazines and other materials through the internet.

Visually impaired children have a greater risk of being closed to the world, and music can help them keep the door open and get accepted by the world.

"That's where we can help," said Liu, CCL, has a ready environment for the visually impaired, and entire team to serve them. "All we need is for a few extra hours during weekends then run on some working days. A book into the student's brestest eye is enough inspiration for them to put in there fark."

For Sun, the job requires more than more professionalism, as it means giving love and care services. He believes that music is the language of humanity can help give warmth to the visually impaired and help shape their character.

"Visually impaired children have a greater risk of being closed to the world, and music can help them keep the door open and get accepted by the world, and music can help them keep the door open and get accepted by the world, and music can help them keep the door open and get accepted by the world, and music can help them keep the door open and."
Age no limit in the art of living

Woman defies expectations by working as tour guide into her seventies

At the age of 73, Chen Shaoquin from Beijing has given the world how life should be lived. After giving up her previous middle-school education, Chen began studying English in hopes of passing a college entrance exam, transforming herself from a factory worker to a white-collar employee in an international trade company.

Chen continued to pursue learning after retirement, studying art and eventually becoming an art guide at the age of 65. Over the past five years, she has guided visitors at the UCCA Center for Contemporary Art for three days a week on average, totaling 9,000 hours.

From a mixture who knows nothing about contemporary art to a dedicated volunteer guide, Chen’s hard work and love for learning have inspired many. She said that it is precisely because she does not understand that she made continuous work. As a guide, she is able to bring professional teaching methods and use the opportunity to learn from curators and artists, giving her motivation to continue.

Chen has guided many exhibitions over the years, including artists of the 1980s like Zeng Fanzhi, Xu Bing, Qiu Zijie and Ai Weiwei. She believes that every tour is a beautiful journey and a new opportunity to learn and be moved.

Chen’s dedication to learning and her ability to think critically, aesthetics, sociology and psychology have made her an exceptional guide. After turning 73 this year, she believes that the world of one’s life can be expanded through self-education and learning.

Chen is a living example that anyone can find their passion and then learn, grow and share with others.

—CHINA DAILY
On the road: Cool dogs and curious cats

Young urban Chinese are increasingly traveling with their pets for leisure, according to reports. Xu Lin reports.

**Market potential**

More hotels and resorts are recognizing the potential of the pet tourism market and are offering pet-friendly accommodations.

Chinese hotel chains, for example, have been among the first in the country to accept pets, with at least 20 hotels open in Sichuan, Hunan, and Guangdong provinces. Among the 26 hotels listed online, over half are pet-friendly and some even have a dedicated pet area for dogs to play in.

Outside pet-friendly hotels, some travelers with their furry friends will get tips on how to gift package for pets, such as wet wipes, toys, and rabbit eggs.

"Many guests just need the opportunity to relax with their pets, finding a short time away, especially on weekends. It's not that necessary for them to find a hotel that only accepts pets," says Chen Peiling, vice general manager of Englongdehui, a travel agency.

"At least 80% of the guests who make reservations with pets often ask if they can drive to the hotel in less than four hours, and wait for their dogs in the hotel while taking a short trip or going hiking."

"The hotels of the chain also provide staff members training on how to interact with pets, from feeding, leash and special-room cleaning services."

"The key is that our guests are very high quality, and are aware of the dos and don'ts," she says.

According to him, the natural scenery of Lin- qing district is suitable to enjoy pets, especially the mountainous grounds. He says people take their dogs on the skewing footpath along the beautiful Gutai River to embrace nature.

"He shares a story last year, when a young man and a woman — both owning a golden retriever — got to know each other when they stayed in the hotel and fell in love, and then set wedding sandals to the riverbank."

"China's pet travel market is growing rapidly with huge potential, driven by the increasing number of pet owners," says Ding Chaiting, head of the tourism management department, Beijing International Studies University.

"Pets have become essential companions for many people, whether it's the remnant companions, who feel lonely due to excessive use of social media, or the elderly, who have less companionship because of urbanization."

He says, pet-friendly scenic areas, hotels and destinations should take into account animal welfare and behaviors, the preferences of pets, and provide services such as pet-friendly rooms and guided tours related to pet health and hygiene."

"There's need to handle the relationship between pet owners and other guests, such as dog training classes and the quality of accommodation," he says.

"The pet tourism development includes camping and custom travel following the growing demand, and has also boosted the growth of the pet travel market, with pet-friendly accommodations for camping and car-driving trips."

信贷

**Moving in the company of four or more**

XU LIN

A dog and a cat are agreeably on the back seat of a pickup truck. Li Yanping, 40, is driving while his wife, Yang Yan, 39, is the front passenger. It's a busy road as they pass by two couples and two pets. They are on their way to Yang's hometown in Liangxiang, Hubei province, as the weather is good.

They started to tour the country in July 2020, two months after they got married. It's been like a honeymoon for them. They return to their hometowns to rest one or two months each year and continue to travel on the road again."

They started to travel together after Yang has brought much joy on this long road trip. They keep recording their travel experience in the form of photos and videos on the phone online, attracting over 11,000 followers. They say the trip improves their understanding of each other."

During the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, their companies shut down, and they decided to realize their dream of traveling around China ahead of time. So far, they have traveled to 47 Guizhou counties.

"They prefer to travel remote and less congested areas, and it's convenient to take their dog and cat along. They chat with other people traveling with their pets at certain camping spots, which are one of the best lodging choices for them. They blog out and have become good pet-travel companions, especially when there are some less popular areas with pet-friendly services.

"Their dog likes to trip in streams and water. After they travel, they report the details of their trip in the big dog's Weibo (social media) and get a series of comments," she says.

"Our company is smart and has acquired the experience of the past several years. After we set up the system, we explore the existing road network, improve the road network, and take the road network as the main line, while the big dog's Weibo is given as a series of social media," the source says.
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Flower farms enable rural vitalization

By ZHENHUA and KANING XIAOMING in Hangzhou

Wuliang village near Haining township in Zhejiang, East China’s Zhejiang province, has been attracting many visitors in recent weeks thanks to its beauty of tulips in full bloom. The village, surrounded by green tulips. It was established by Xue Yuliang, who returned to his hometown to start his own business. The land was farmland before he turned it into a flower farm, helping increase local incomes and support local economic development.

Until 2015, Xue had worked in the floriculture industry in Guangdong province. He saw huge market potential in the flower industry and returned to his hometown and decided to plant flowers together with other villagers.

"In the beginning, the villagers didn’t believe that the farming would be successful," Xue said. "But now, I think they have changed their minds."

The village has also attracted many visitors, who come to enjoy the beautiful flowers and take photos. The village has plans to expand the flower farm and attract more tourists in the future.

"We want to continue this beautiful tradition, and our village will continue to be a tourist attraction," Xue said. "We hope that more people will come to see our tulips and enjoy the beauty of nature."
In Kenya you’ll find much more than lions and elephants

From animal reserves to a site of ancient civilization, lakes and beautiful marine life, the East African country has so much to offer tourists.

**By OTTAYA OSAGIE**

Kenya is blessed with a wealth of long-distance athletes, iconic game reserves, and a bustling coastline.

The country also has many other things to offer. These include the most popular national park, the Masai Mara, and the largest game reserve, the Samburu National Reserve, which has a variety of wildlife.

One of the hidden gems is Lake Turkana. It is the world’s largest desert lake and the permanent source of life in the area.

The lake is a site for dune and saltbush, and it is a major breeding ground for the Nile crocodile. It also hosts a variety of riverine species, such as sailfish and crocodiles.

In the area, you can also visit the Samburu National Reserve, which is known for its wildlife and the Samburu people.

Spectacular landscape

Fondly referred to as the Green Hills of Africa, Chyulu Hills is famous for its landscape comprising rolling hills, wooded cliffs, and grassy savannah.

In addition to being one of the best views in all of Kenya, the Chyulu Hills is also famous for its variety of wildlife, including zebras, giraffes, lions, elephants, and leopards.

The reserve offers various activities, such as bird-watching, game drives, and walking safaris.

Several species of birds, such as the black-collared lark, the African white-crested tit, and the red-billed oxpecker, can also be seen in the area.

Safaris call for good planning

By OTTAYA OSAGIE

Anyone planning a safari adventure in Kenya needs to know a few important things beforehand to ensure they have a memorable and smooth trip.

One of the country’s main attractions is its diverse and beautiful wildlife. Kenya has a wide range of habitats, from savannahs to rainforests, that are home to a variety of animals.

A board of Kenya’s safari, the world’s largest species that only exist in the northern part of Kenya, and Ethiopia, east bound distributed twice a day by the Kenya’s airlines, due to the continually drought in Samburu National Reserve, Isiolo county, on Sat 29, Aug 2011 (KENYA AIRPORTS)
**SPORTS**

**SOCcer**

Ron Reynolds held his hand in his hands. Rob McElhenney headed for the door. Some people might say this was the end of the line for his days of international coaching, but there was still a long way to go.

Their friendship had started in 2014, when Reynolds was appointed assistant coach to McElhenney at Cheltenham Town. They had been working together ever since, and it was clear that their partnership had been a success.

Reynolds was the manager of Wrexham while McElhenney was the owner of the club, and they had worked closely together ever since. They had both been involved in the club’s history, and they had a shared vision for the future of Wrexham.

Reynolds had been the manager of the club for several years, and he had led them to many successes. McElhenney, on the other hand, had been the owner of the club for even longer, and he had been instrumental in the club’s growth.

Their friendship had been a key factor in the success of the club, and they had always been willing to work together to achieve their goals.

*Contact the writer at success@theholidaybuddies.com*
Legends hail new digital dawn

Gaining greats Jian Zihao and Ming Kai raring for esports’ highly anticipated Asian Games debut

By WEN YIWAN

The Mercedes-Benz Arena in Shanghai in April was the venue for the 2018 League of Legends Pro League Spring Split grand final. The competition followed the award ceremony for the 10 greatest players of the League of Legends Pro League (LPL), which was organized to mark its 10th anniversary.

As a result, it was a knock-down, drag-out battle for their title, with both teams playing a strong game. The team that emerged as the winner was the team from the Eastern Asia region.

Jian Zihao, a 10th anniversary award winner and the team’s captain, said that he was “very proud of the team and their achievements.” Ming Kai, the team’s coach, added that “the team has made great progress in the past year and has a bright future.”

Ming Kai said that the team has made significant progress in the past year and has a bright future. The team’s success is due to the hard work of the team members and their dedication to the game. He also said that the team will continue to work hard to achieve more success in the future.

On the other hand, Wu Guangyao, a former player of the team, said that “the team has made a lot of progress in the past year and has a bright future.” He also congratulated the team on their success and wished them all the best for the future.

The team has won several major competitions and has a bright future. The team has a strong foundation and has made significant progress in the past year. They have a bright future and will continue to work hard to achieve more success in the future.

The team has made great progress in the past year and has a bright future. They are a strong team and have a bright future. They will continue to work hard to achieve more success in the future.

The team has made great progress in the past year and has a bright future. They have a bright future and will continue to work hard to achieve more success in the future.

The team has made great progress in the past year and has a bright future. They will continue to work hard to achieve more success in the future.
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The team has made great progress in the past year and has a bright future. They will continue to work hard to achieve more success in the future.